
� Jobtoolz – �� Full stack developer
(with Frontend skills)

Full Stack Developer with a love forFrontend wanted �
Eager to make your mark and take the Jobtoolz code to the next level?
Do you tick all the boxes below? Then don't hold back and apply straight
away!

� You work on the one and only Jobtoolz projects from A to Z. Sometimes in a
team, sometimes alone. A Developer who dares to make choices and expresses
them, that's what we want.

� You are creative and always question the user-friendliness of the app. You are
always looking for ways to do it better.

� You are best friends with our Customer Success team to identify customer
needs and integrate them into our app. Don't worry, we are aware of your love-
hate relationship ( ).

�A bugless life is unfortunately too good to be true ... That's why you do
everything you can to fight those bugs!

The Developer of our dreams ...
... is someone with incomparable Frontend skills. PWAs, SPAs and APIs are not just
abbreviations for you, they are your preference when building new features and
applications. �

... is someone who knows the tricks of the trade when it comes to state
management. Automation is key, CI pipelines and TDD are your best friends. �

... is someone who is not afraid to dive into the deep waters of UX/Ui. User-
friendliness for our customers is therefore a priority for you. �

... is someone who has a sense of responsibility. You take ownership of your own
tasks and yes, mistakes too ... that's human! You row with the oars you have, but
are not afraid to ask questions. �



... is someone who already enjoyed initial experience (1y-2y) as a Full Stack or
Frontend Developer. �

...Is someone bursting of thrive and passion to grow, both personally and with
Jobtoolz! �

What's in it for you?
A wage of course! �

A training budget to further develop yourself professionally and map out
your own career path. �️

We don't have a cafeteria, but we do have a cafeteria plan. 

Meal vouchers and eco vouchers. �

The most comprehensive & innovative hospitalisation insurance that also
covers outpatient expenses. �

Up to 31 holidays to spend enough time with your family and friends. �

A laptop of your choice. �

A hybrid working environment with sliding hours. ��

Team activities. A lot. A lot. �

Team talks on Fridays with unlimited access to our Jobtoolz booze bar.

An unhealthy dose of competitiveness over a fierce game of ping-pong or
darts. ��

Treats à volonté from our (bad) losers after such fierce games. �

An A-team with goodies to go for it every day. �

Got an appetite?

Send us your CV, cover letter, criminal record extract, your national register
num....

Just kidding! 

All you have to do is click 'apply' and blow us away with your thrive and passion
for the Quality Assurance job. We'll get the coffee ready in advance. ☕

See you soon! �

http://www.jobtoolz.com

http://www.jobtoolz.com
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